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Introduction. This paper deals with some problems on crumpled cubes. In [6]

R. H. Bing raised the following questions : (1) Is the union of a crumpled cube

and a 3-cell topologically S3? (2) Under what conditions will the union of two

crumpled cubes sewn together along their boundaries be S3? (3) Under what

conditions will the union of two copies of the same crumpled cube sewn together

along their boundaries by the identity homeomorphism be S3? In [2] Bing proves

that the union of two copies of the Solid Alexander Horned Sphere sewn together

along their boundaries by the identity homeomorphism is S3. In [1] B. J. Ball

proves that there exists a crumpled cube C such that two copies of C sewn together

along their boundaries (not by the identity homeomorphism) is not topologically

S3. In [7] Casier proves that the union of two copies of the Solid Alexander

Horned Sphere sewn together along their boundaries is S3.

In this paper it is proved in §2 that question (1) has an affirmative answer.

This result has recently been obtained independently by Norman Hosay [9].

Using this result, it is shown in §3 that if C is a crumpled cube and B is a unit

ball in E3, then there exists an upper semi-continuous decomposition G of B such

that (1) B/G is homeomorphic to C, and (2) if g is a nondegenerate element of

G, then g is point-like and the intersection of g with the boundary of B is a one-

point set. Corollary 2 of §3 shows that if C and D axe crumpled cubes, S is a tame

2-sphere in S3, and C and D axe sewn together along their boundaries, then there

exists an upper semi-continuous decomposition G of S3 such that the intersection

of each nondegenerate element of G with S is a one-point set and S3/ G is homeo-

morphic to the union of C and D.

In §4 it is shown that if two copies of a particular "bad" crumpled cube are

sewn together by the identity homeomorphism along their boundaries the result

is S3, and it is shown that if two copies of a particular "nice" crumpled cube are

sewn together by the identity homeomorphism along their boundaries the result

is not S3.

1. Notation and terminology. If A is a set in a topological space, then Cl A and

Bd A denote the closure and boundary, respectively, of A. If S is a 2-sphere in
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£3, then Int S and Ext S denote the interior and exterior, respectively, of S. The

usual metric for £3 is d.

A set C is a crumpled cube if and only if C is homeomorphic to the union of a

2-sphere and its interior in E3.

A space X is a disk-with-holes if and only if X is a disk or there exist disjoint

disks Dy,--,D„ in the interior of a disk D such that X is homeomorphic with

D-\J%ylntDi.
For terms not defined in this paper the reader may see [4] or [6].

2. The sum of a crumpled cube and a 3-cell. In this section it is proved that the

sum of a crumpled cube and a 3-cell is topologically S3. Theorem 1 is used to obtain

this result. The proof of Theorem 1 given here relies heavily on the Side Approxi-

mation Theorem proved by Bing. For completeness this theorem is stated below.

Bing's Side Approximation Theorem. For each 2-sphere Sin E3, each positive

number e, and each component U of E3 — S, there esists a homeomorphism h

from S onto a polyhedral 2-sphere such that (1) if x is in S, then d(x,h(x)) < e,

(2) there exists a finite collection of disjoint disks Dy,---, andD„ on h\_S], each of

diameter less than e such that b[S] — U,"=iA <= U, and (3) there exists a finite

collection of disjoint disks Ey,---, and Emon S,each of diameter less thane such that

S — Ur=i P'iIS contained in Int h[S~\ if U is the exterior of S or is contained in

Ext b[S] if U is the interior of S [4].

Theorem 1. If C is a crumpled cube in E3 with boundary S,A is a compact

subset of Int C, and e is a positive number, then there exist a homeomorphism

h' from C into E3 and a polyhedral 2-sphere S' such that S' is homeomorphically

within e ofS,h'[C~] c IntS', if x e C then d(x,b'(x)) <e, and if x e A then b'(x) = x.

Proof. There exists a positive number e' such that if T is a 2-sphere within e'

of S, then A c Int T. Let e" denote (1/11) min {e, e', (1 /10)diam C}. Since S is a

2-sphere, then by Bing's Side Approximation Theorem, there exists a polyhedral

2-sphere Sx such that (a) Sx is homeomorphically within e" of S, (b) there exists

a finite number of disjoint disks Ey,---, and£m on Sy, each of diameter less thane",

such that CliSy — [J?=iE¡) is contained in ExtS, and (c)3there exists a finite

number of disjoint disks D1, ---,and D„ on S, each of diameter less than e", such that

Cl (S — U?„i D) is contained in Int Sy. For each i,i = 1, 2,---, m, let X¡ denote

a polyhedral disk such that (a) Bd X¡ = Bd £(, (b) X¡ — Bd X¡ is contained in Ext St,

(c) (Si - U>m=i£¡) u(ljí"=i K¡)is a 2-sPhere S', and (d) S' is homeomorphically

within e" of S.

It will be shown that there exist a polyhedral 3-manifold-with-boundary M

and a homeomorphism b with the following properties : (1) (S U Int S) c Int M,

(2) for each i, i = 1,2, ■•-,m, no simple closed curve in M links Bd£¡, (3) if D'.

is a polyhedral disk such that Bd £,- = Bd D[ then there does not exist a 2-sphere

in M that contains D[ in its interior, (4) M — S' has one and only one component
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F with diameter more than one half the diameter of C, (5) S', Sx, and M are in

relative general position, (6) if IF is a component ofMnS' such that W does not

separate M, and Wx, W^-^and Wk are components of MC\S' such that (i) \Jn = 1W¡

does not separate M, (ii) \Jki=x W¡ U W does separate M, and (iii) IF u(Jf=1 1F¡

is contained in some component of C1(M — V), then there exists a simple closed

curve J in M such that J intersects (sJf= x W¡ in a one-point set, J intersects W

in a one-point set, and the diameter of each component of J D V is less than

e", (7) if x is in F O Int Síf then /i(x) = x, (8) n is from M into Int S', and (9) for

each x in M, d(x,/i(x)) is less than lie". This will complete the proof of Theorem

1 since if h' denotes the restriction of h to C then n' and S' satisfy the conclusion

of Theorem 1.

There exists a positive number ex such that if T is a triangulation of E3 with

mesh ex, N is the union of all 3-simplexes of T which intersect C, and M is the

union of all 3-simplexes is the 2nd barycentric subdivision of T which intersect

N, then M will be a polyhedral 3-manifold-with-boundary which satisfies properties

(l)-(6).

The proof that there exists a homeomorphism n from M into Int S' that satisfies

conditions (7), (8) and (9) is broken into three parts. Let Fx, ■ ■ ■, and Fp be the compo-

nents of M — V. In Part I it is proved that if for some j, there exists a positive

integer i less than or equal to p such that (Cl V) n F; is contained in Kp then

there exists a homeomorphism ñ¡ from M into E3 such that hTFf\ a IntS',

hTM] satisfies conditions (l)-(6), if V is the large component of /i¡[M] — S',

then n¿[M] — F' has at most p — 1 components, and if x is in F n Int Sx then

n;(x) = x. In Part II the following is proved : If for each j such that j ^ p, there

does not exist an integer i such that F¡ n Cl F is contained in /£,-, then there

exists an integer k, 1 ^ k ^ m, and a homeomorphism nt from M into E3 such

that ^[M] satisfies conditions (l)-(7), if V" denotes the large component of

nx[M] - S', then hx[M] - V" has at most p components, and hx[Fx] nCIF"

is contained in Kk. In Part III, by using induction and Parts I and II it is shown

that there exists a homeomorphism n with the desired properties.

Proof of Part I. In this part, it is supposed that for some/ there exists an integer

j such that (Cl V) O F¡ is contained in K¡. A homeomorphism hi from M into E3

will be constructed such that hTF¡\ c Int S2,n,[M] satisfies conditions (1)-(7),

and if V denotes the large component of hTM] — S' then hTM~\ — V has at

most p — 1 components.

Let Xl,—,Xtti) be the distinct components of F¡ — K¡ such that for each u,

(ClZ¿)nClF# 0, and if IF is a component of F¡-Kj such that

(Cl W) n Cl F ?¿ 0, then there exists a z such that IF = X\. Let Zf, • • -, and Xfi2)

be the distinct components of F¡ — Cl(Kj uQJ^JJ A'J]) such that for each u less

than or equal to í(2), (C1X*) n C1(F U (J/c'L1] ^1) #0- Since F¡ - ZCy has only a

finite number of components, there exists an integer r such that if the above

process is continued, for each u and w, X^#0 and F¡ = Cl({j!ñ=i\<Ju=\x™)-
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For each u and w such that w is greater than 1, (ClX^nCldJ^r/1* Xk~l

is a collection ofdisk-with-holes. Let Ywu¡,---, and Ywuq(w>u) denote the components

ofíClX^níCltlJ^r^Xj-1]) and let Ywu denote [Jf=iu)Ywuj. For each w, u

and z, let Twuz be a disk in K'jsuch that (1) Ywuz c Tw„z, and (2) Bd Twuz <zz Bd Ywuz.

Let T^,„z be a slight thickening of Twuz with the following properties: (1) T'wuz

is polyhedral and topologically equivalent to Twuz x [0,1], (2) T'wuz is disjoint

from the 0-skeleton of M, and (3) If Twm <zz Twuz then Twuv c Int Twuz. Let T^„

denote (Jf(*iM) T^„z, let T"vvtz denote the component of T¿uz — K¡ that intersects

Uí-r"*:"1. let Ku denote (JA^-C., and let T"v denote (J'« Ku. The
remainder of the proof of Part I is now broken into two steps.

Step I. In Step I the following is proved : There exists a homeomorphism fx

from M into £3 with the following properties: (l)/i [M] has properties (l)-(7),

(2) If V is the large component of fx [M] - S', then fx [M] - V has at most p

components, (3) fy [Ff] is contained in (IntS') U(£x - CIX?) U T£, , and

(4) If fe#l, then either CA[C1 X^)nKj^fxi(ClXX)nKj} or ifx[ClXÏ])r.Kj=0.
Proof of Step I. Case 1. Ywl = Ywll. Let Y*x denote the disk on the boundary

of T£x that is disjoint from K¡ and corresponds to Ywi. See Figure 1. A homeo-

Figure 1

morphism/i is constructed as follows: Let Wy,---, and Wgll) be the components

of M - Bd T£x, and assume Int SyC\ V is contained in IF^ and X? = W2. If x is

in W^ then/i(x) = x. If (Cl Wf) U Int Tw'i =0 and H^ is contained in the unbounded

component of £3 - (T^ U(C1X7)), then/x(x) = x. If W= {Wt : W,n IntTZx =0

and either W¡ = W2 or IF¡ is not contained in the unbounded component of

E3-CCi u(CLXi))} and W' = (J{CUF¡: there exists an integer s such that

WseW and Cl TFS uClWj#0}, then fy [IT] is contained in TZx and /i leaves

W" pointwise fixed on BdT^'i. Each of the remaining Wk,s (if there are any) is

contained in T^x and the homeomorphism fy can be extended to them as shown

in Figure 2.

Case 2.    Ywl = Ywll u •■■ u Ywlq(w lx. There exists a simple closed curve J on

Bd M such that (1) J c C1(F u UiT-aUlÄ **)> (2)The diameter of each compo-
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Figuré 2

nent of J u F is less than e, and (3) JnYwXX is a one-point set, and it can be

assumed that J n YwX2 is a one-point set while J is disjoint from each of YwX3, ■•-,

and ywl,(w>1). Shrink Fx slightly so that JC\FX misses the modified Fx and if

J intersects V, pull J off F slightly. See Figure 3. Then there exists a homeomor-

Figurè   3

phism/* from the modified M into E3 with the following properties: (1) If x

is in M - TwX2 then /*(x) = x, (2) /* maps TwX2 n [modified M] as shown in

Figure 4. Note that Jn(E3 - Twi2) is the center of/*[Twl2n modified M]

n(£3- TwX2), and (3)/* [modified M] satisfies conditions (l)-(7), and if V*

is the large component of/* [modified M] — S', then /* [modified M] — F*

has at most p components. After g/w, 1) — 1 repetitions of this argument, the

modified YwX is contained in YwXx. See Figure 5. An argument like the one given
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Figure   4

Figure 5
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in Case 1 using T'^x x in place of T'^x gives the existence of a homeomorphism

fx with the desired properties. This concludes the proof of Step I.

It follows that there exist homeomorphisms/2, • • •, and/(H>) satisfying the following :

(1)/«O») •"/2/i is a homeomorphism from M into £3, (2) ft(w) ■ • -fx [M] satisfies

conditions (l)-(7) (3) If V" is the large component of ft(w)---fx [M] — S' then

/i(w) ' * 'fi \M~\ — ̂  " nas at most p components, and (4) /(w) • • -fx [M] is contained in

(M-ci[(ji(rUa)^U(=iT^-

Step II. In Step II it is proved that there exists a homeomorphism hi from

M into £3 such that n;[£,] clntS', hTM\ satisfies conditions (l)-(7), and if

V is the large component of n¡[M] — S' then K¡ [M] — V has at most p — 1

components. This will conclude the proof of Part I.

Proof of Step II. Using an argument similar to the one given in Step I, it

can be shown that there exists a homeomorphism ft(w)+x from/((w)-"/1[M] into

£3 with the following properties: (l)/,(W)+i ■••fi[M'] satisfies conditions (l)-(7),

(2) Each component of f(W)---fx[M] — K¡ that intersects X™-1 is mapped into

(M - [(Jfí ^ W vr1]) ^[U'ri "r;-,,. U r;j, and (3) If Vm is the
large component of/(w)+1 ••■/1[M] — S' then /(w)+1 •••/1[M] — F'" has at

most p components. After r(l) + i(2) + ■■■ + t(w —T) — 1 additional repetitions

of this argument the homeomorphism h¡ is obtained. Since n,[£;] is contained in

the union of T"x and a small neighborhood of V, it follows that ñ¡[F;] is contained

in Int S'.

Part II. In this part, it is supposed that for each integer j less than or

equal to p, there does not exist an integer i such that F, O Cl V is contained

in Kj. It is shown that there exist an integer k, 1 ^ k ^ m, and a homeomorphism

hx from M into £3 such that (1) hx[M~\ satisfies conditions (l)-(7), (2) If V"

denotes the large component of /^[M] — S' then ^[M] — V" has at most p

components, and (3) hx[Fx~\ UCIV" is contained in Kk.

Proof of Part II. An argument similar to the one given in the proof of Part I,

Step I, Case 2 shows that there exists a homeomorphism hx from M into £3 such

that hx has the desired properties

Part III. In this part, it is shown that there is a homeomorphism n which

satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 1.

Proof of Part III. Assume the Fj's are indexed so that there exists an integer

w, 1 ^ u ^ p, with the property that if i < u then there exists an integer k, 1 ^ k ^ m,

such that F i O Cl F is contained in Kk and if / ja u then there does not exist an

integer k,l^k^m, such that £¿ n Cl F a Kk. If u is greater than 1, apply Part I

to Fx and obtain a homeomorphism hx from M into £3 that maps Fx into Int S'.

Then apply Part I to «i[£2] obtaining n2. Continue this process to obtain homeo-

morphisms h3,---, andhu_x. Then by applying Part II to hu_x •■■hx\_Fu],ahomeo-
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morphism bu is obtained, and the results of Part I are then applied to b„--- b ..[£„]

to obtain b„ + 1. Then by using Part I or Part II, depending upon hu+x ••• hx\_Fu+1],

a homeomorphism b,1 + 2 is obtained. Continue this process. Let b denote the

composition of the b;'s. Clearly b satisfies conditions (l)-(8). Condition (9)

follows since for each i less than or equal to p, the diameter of £,- is less than

5e", the diameter of /.[£,-] is less than Se", and b moves no point of V more than

e". This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. If C is a crumpled cube in S3 and e is a positive number, then

there exists a homeomorphism h from C into S3 such that the closure ofS3 — h\C\

is a 3-cell and if x belongs to C then d(x,b(x)) is less than e.

Proof. Let / be a positive sequence such that the series whose sequence of

terms is / converges to a number less than e, and let Cx, C2, ••• be a sequence of

closed sets such that for each i, C¡ <= IntCi+1, and U¡ = i C¡ = IntC. Let S denote

the boundary of C.

By Theorem 1 there exists a polyhedral 2-sphere Sy and a homeomorphism

hy from CintoS3 suchthat Sx is homeomorphically within/(l) of S, hx\C] <= IntS!

if x e C then d(x, hx(x)) </(l), and if x e Cx then hx(x) = x.

Let e2 denote (1/3) min {/(2), d(Sx,hx[S])}. Then by Theorem 1 there exists

a polyhedral 2-sphere S2 and a homeomorphism b2 from hy[C] into S3 such

that S2 is homeomorphically within e2 of bt[S], h'2hx\C~\ <zz IntS2, if xeh^C^

then b2(x) = x, and if xehx[C] then d(x,h'2(x)) < e2. Let b2 be h'2hx. It follows

that b2 maps C Int S2, if xeC then d(x,h2(x)) </(l) +/(2), and S2 <= IntS^

Proceeding by induction, there exists a 2-sphere S„ and a homeomorphism h'„

from hn-x[C] into S3 such that S„ is homeomorphically within/(n) of h„.x [S],

h'nhn„y[C] c IntS„, if xehn-y[C¿\ then h'„(x) = x,SnczzlntSn-x, and if

xe b„_! [C] then d(x,h'n(x)) <f(ri). Let b„ be h'„h„_ x.

The sequence hx,h2,--- is uniformly convergent. Let b be the limit of b1,b2,--».

It follows that b is uniformly continuous and into S3.

It is to be proved that b is one-to-one.

Lemma  1.    The restriction of h to the interior of C is one-to-one.

Proof. Suppose x and y are distinct points in Int C. There exists a positive

integer j such that x and y are in C¡. Hence for each integer k 2: ;', hk(x) = h¡(x),

h(y) = hj(y), and b/x) # b/v). Then b(x) # b(v).

Lemma 2.   £or each x in b[IntC], lim hf1(x) exists and is equal to h ~1(x).

Proof. Sup{d(bj~1 (x), h~+\(x)): x in h[C~\} z^f(i). Hence the sequence

hy1 ,h21 ,-■• is uniformly convergent on h\C~] and therefore, for each xin h\C],

lim hj1 (x) exists. Suppose x belongs to b[IntC]. By Lemma 1 there is one and

only one point vin Int C such that h(y) = x or y = b-1 (x). There exists a positive

integer j such that yeCj, hence h(y) = hj(y) and lim b,--1(x) = hj~1(x) = y.
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Lemma 3.    The function h is a homeomorphism from C.

Proof. It suffices to show h is one-to-one from C. Suppose n is not one-to-one.

Then there exist distinct points x and y in C such that n(x) = h(y). Let xt ,x2, •••,

and yi,y2,-- be sequences such that for each i, x¡ and y¡ belong to Int C, the

sequence {xj converges to x, and the sequence {y,} converges to y. Then the

sequence {h(x,)} converges to h(x) and the sequence {ñ(y()} converges to h(y)

which is equal to n(x). Let e' be a positive number less than d(x, y) / 2. Since h is

uniformly continuous on /i[IntC], there is a positive number r such that if

d(p,q) < r, then d(h~1(p),h~1(q)) < e'. But there exists a positive integer i

such that d(n(Xj),h(y¡)) < r and d(x¡,y¡) > e'. This is a contradiction.

Lemma 4.   If x belongs to C then d(x,h(x)) is less than e.

Proof.   d(x,n(x))^ lim^œ(d(x, hx(x))+d(hx(x), h2(x))+ - +d(hn_x(x),hn(x)))

^ir=i/(o<e.
Lemma 5.   The closure of S3 — h\_C] is a 3-cell.

Proof. For each positive integer i, S¡ is homeomorphically within /(f) of

w¡-i[S] and n;_i[S] is homeomorphically within ¿Zf=¡f(j) of n[S]. Therefore S¡

is homeomorphically within /(/) + Lj°=,/(/') of /i[S]. For each positive integer i, S,

is a polyhedral 2-sphere in Ext h\C]. It follows from Theorem 2.1 of [5] that the

closure of S3 — h\C] is a 3-cell. This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.

3. Crumpled cubes as decomposition spaces. The following definitions and

terminology will be used in §3. If r is a positive number, B(r) will denote the ball

in £3 with center at the origin and radius r. If S and T axe 2-spheres in £3 and

S a Int T, then [S, T] will denote Cl(Int T - Int S). Suppose r and s axe positive

numbers and r < s. A cellular subdivision [Ex, ••-,£,} of [Bd B(r),Bdß(s)] is a

canonical subdivision of [BdB(r), Bd B(s)~\ if and only if there exist disks

Dx, •••, andDq on Bd B(r) such that (1) for each i, there exists a j such that if p is in

£¡, then there exists a point / in D¡ and a real number c such that p = ct, (2) if

i + j and D¡ O £>,■ is nonempty, then D¡ n D,- c Bd D¡ n Bd £>y, (3) for each i,

£¡ n B(r) is nonempty, and (4) for each i and j, the diameter of D¡ is at most

twice the diameter of D¡. Suppose Sx and S2 axe tame 2-spheres in £3 and S2

is contained in Int Sx. A cellular subdivision {Ex,---,Eq} of [S2,St] is an ^-sub-

division of [S^Sj] if and only if there exists a homeomorphism n from [S^S^

onto [BdB(l), BdB(2)] such that {n[£j],■••,h[Eq\} is a canonical subdivision

of [Bd B(T), Bd 0(2)]. If Z is a topological space and G is an upper semi-continuous

decomposition of X, then Z/G will denote the decomposition space associated

with G.

Theorem 3. If C is a crumpled cube and C1(S3 — C) is a 3-cell, then there

exists an upper semi-continuous decomposition G ofB(T) such that the intersection
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of each nondegenerate element of G with the boundary of B(l) is a one-point

set, each nondegenerate element of G is point-like, and B(l)/G is homeomorphic

to C.

Proof. Let S denote the boundary of C, and let ex denote min {1,1/10

diameter of C}. There exists a polyhedral 2-sphere Sy in Ext S such that Sy is

homeomorphically within ex of S. Now let ety be (l¡2)d(C,Sy). By the Side

Approximation Theorem there exists a polyhedral 2-sphere S y y with the following

properties : (1) Su is homeomorphically within e, y of S, (2) there exist disjoint disks

Dn,---,andDln(1) on S, each of diameter less than eu, such that C1(S — {J"=yDy)

is contained in Ext Sn, and (3) there exist disjoint disks Xll5---, andXlm(1) on Su,

each of diameter less than eu, such that Cl(Sn — Ur=V^i¡) Is contained in

Int   S.   Let   e12   denote

(I l3)min{min{d(Du,Dyj): i # j, 1 g i <î n(l), and i^j^n (1)},

min {d(Ku, Ki}) : i ¥> j,  1 ^ i Ú mil),   and   1 ^ j á ro(l)},

min {diDlt, Syy - {JPVKxj)'. 1 ¡s i á n(l)}}.

Let Tx be a triangulation of S3 with mesh less than e12, let N be the union of all

3-simplexes of T which intersect [S, S{\, and let Mx y be the union of all 3-simplexes

in the 2nd barycentric subdivision of T which intersect N. Then My y is a polyhedral

3-manifold with boundary and it can be assumed that My y and Sy y are in relative

general position.

Let My denote the union of Mu and [Su,Si]. Now My — [Syy,Sy] has a

finite number of components, and let £11;---,and £ir(i) be the components of

C1(MX — [Sn^Sj]). It follows from the Side Approximation Theorem that for

each i, £lf has diameter less than 4ex + 2e12 which is less than 5et.

There exists an ^4-subdivision {£u,-",£i9(i)} of [jSii,Si] such that (1) for

each i, i z% n(l), there exists a positive integer j such that BdDlt <= Int£iy, and

(2) for each i, iz%qil), the diameter of Eu is less than 5et. Let Ay* and Alit

i^g(l), be defined as follows: ^,- = |J{X: X e {£u, ■•• ,£l9(1)} or

Xe{£ii,--,£i,(i)} and d(X,£1()<e1} and Au is the component of A*¡ that

contains Eti. Note that for each p in S, there exists an integer j such that p is in

Ayj. For each p in S, denote [J {AiX : p e Ay¡} by Apl. Now for each i, the diameter,

of Ayi is at most 17e1( hence for each p, the diameter of Apl is at most 34ej.

Then there exists a homeomorphism h y from Sy \JlntSy onto £(1.1) with the

following properties: (1) ^[[S^S.]] = [Bd£(.9),Bd£(l.l)], (2) hy[C] is

contained in Int£(1.01), and (3) {hy\Eyy~\,---,hy\EXq,yX~\} is a canonical sub-

division of [Bd£(.9),Bd£(l.l)] into -j(l) cells.

Now My is a 3-manifold-with-boundary and S is a compact subset in Int My.

It follows that there exists a positive number ex 3 such that, if Q is a set with diameter

less than 34ei3 and the intersection of Q with S exists, then there exists a cell £

such that Q c Int£ c £ <= IntMj.
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Let e2 denote min{d(S,BdMx),ex3,l¡A}. There exists a polyhedral 2-sphere

S2 in Ext S such that S2 is homeomorphically within e2 of S. Let e2X be

(l/3)min{d(S,S2), min{d(BdDxi,BdEXJ): BdDxi a Int£ly}}. By the Side Approxi-

mation Theorem there exists a polyhedral 2-sphere S22 such that (1) S22 is homeo-

morphically within e2x of S, (2) there exist disjoint disks D2x, ■ ■ ■, and />2„(2) on S, each

of diameter less than e2X, such that C1(S- [J"=í/>2¡) a ExtS22, and (3) there exists

disjoint disks K21,---,and/C2m{2) on S22, each of diameter less than e2x, such that

C1(S22 - \jT=2i^n) c Int S. Let e22 denote

(1/3) min { min [d(D2i, D2J) :i*j, 1 ^ i g n(2), and 1 gjig n(2)},

xnin[d(K2i, K2J) : i*j,  1 gig m(2),and 1 gig m(2)},

min {d(D2i, S22 - {JjmlVK2J) : 1 g ¿ g "(2)}}.

If M22 = {z : zeS2 UlntS2 and d(z,ExtS) ^ e22} then in the same way as Mxx

was obtained, a polyhedral 3-manifold-with-boundary M22 exists such that

[S,S2] c IntM22 and M22 <= M22. It can be assumed that M22 and S22 axe in

relative general position. Let M2 denote the union of M22 and [S22,S2]. Now

M2 — [S22,S2] has a finite number of components, and let F21,---, and £2r(2) be

the components of C1(M2 — [S22,S2]). It follows that for each i, the diameter

of F2i is at most 5e2. It follows from the definition of M2 that

S a IntM2 a M2 a IntMx and that {x: xeC and d(x,S) > e22} is disjoint from

Int M2.

There exists an ^-subdivision {£21, •••,E2q,2)} of [S22,S2] such that (1) for each

i, 1 g ig n(2), there exists a positive integer y such that BdD2f a Int£2j, (2) for

each i, 1 g i ;£ q(2), the diameter of £2i is less than 5e2, and (3) q(2) ^ Aq(l).

Let A2i and y42i be defined as follows: A2i = \J{X:Xe{E2X,---,E2q(2)} or

Ze{F21,---,F2p(2)} and d(X,E2i)<e2} and .42¡ is the component of A2i that

contains £2i. For each p in S, there exists an integer j such that p is in ^42j-. For

each p in S, denote ^J {A2i : p e A2i} by Ap2. Note that for each p in S, the diameter

of Ap2 is at most 34e2. It follows that for each p in S, Ap2 a lntApX. Furthermore,

if pe [Su, Si] and Zpl is the component of ApX n [Sn jS^ that contains p, then

[S22,S2] n Ap2 is contained in ZpX and for each p in S, there exists a 3-cell Cp2

such that ^4p2 <= IntCp2 a Cp2 a Int^pl.

Now S2 O {[JfJlBdEXi} exists and has one and only one component with

diameter greater than 1/2 the diameter of C. Denote this component by Wx.

It follows that for each i, 1 g i g g/1), the intersection of Wx and £u exists.

There exists a homeomorphism n2 from S2UlntS2 onto ß(1.01) with the

following properties: (1) h2{lS22,S2J] = [BdJ5(.99),BdB(1.01)], (2) A2[C]

is contained in IntB(l.OOl), (3) if xeIFt then h2(x) is equal to the radial

projection of hx(x) onto BdB(1.01),(4) if x is in C — M2, then n2(x) = hx(x),

(5) h2 differs from hx only at points close to [S22, S2], and (6)

{n2[E2i],-",n2[E2g(2)]} is a canonical subdivision of [Bd£(.99),BdB(1.01)].
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The process is continued by induction. Hence for each positive i, e¡, en, ei2,

e(i-l)3 l $i >  ««j Al ■> •••;£);n(i)' -^¡1 ' ■■■>-r^im(i)> -^ii> ™ ¡ ' *ll ' '"'^ir(i)> ^¡1 ' '•'>^ig(()'

-4iï,-,4*(o» ^ii»-»-4/g(0, ¿pi, Zp(i-i), Cp¡, W¡, and b¡ are defined inductively

as follows: (1) Since S is contained in IntMj_,, there exists a positive number

e(i_i)3 such that if g is a set of diameter less than 34e(i_i)3 and the intersection

of Q with S exists, then there exists a 3-cell £ suchthat Q <zz Int R <zz R <zz rntM;_x.

(2) Let e¡ be (1 / 3) min {e{{_1)3,2~\ d(C, Bd M¡_ f)}. (3) S, is a polyhedral 2-sphere

in Ext S such that S¡ is homeomorphically within e; of S. (4) Let efl be

(l/3)min {diC, S), min {d(Bd £■„-_ 1W, £(;_ t)4) : Bd£»(i_ u, c Int E(i_1)k}}. (5) S„ is a

polyhedral 2-sphere that is homeomorphically within efl of S, such that there

exist disjoint disks Da,--, and DinXi) on S, each of diameter less than e;i, with the

property that C1(S — {J'j=\ DX]) is contained in Ext Su, and there exist disjoint

disks X;i, • • •, and X,m(i) on Sti, each of diameter less than ea, with the property that

C1(S;; - (J™i°i Ku) is contained in Int S. Such a 2-sphere exists by Bing's Side

Approximation Theorem. (6) Let ei2 be

(1 / 3) min {min {d(D¡„, Div) : u # v, 1 ^ u ^ nii), and  1 ^ v ^ n(i)},

min{d(X¡„,  X,„) :  w / »,  l^M^m(i'), and  lz%vz%mii)},

min{d(£iu,  Stt~\Jßl Ku):  lá«á«(0}}»

(7) Let M¡¡ be {x: x e S¡ U Int S( and d(x, ExtS) ^ ei2} and let Mti be a polyhedral

3-manifold-with-boundary such that [S,S,-]cIntMfi and Miiez:M¡'¡. It is assumed

that Mu and Su are in relative general position. (8) Let M¡ be the union of M¡¡ and

[S;i, SJ. (9) The closure of M¡ — [Su, S¡] has a finite number of components,

and let £;i, • • •, and £lr(i) be the components of Cl (M¡ - [S,¡, S¡]). (10) {£;i, • • •, £i9(í)}

is an ^4-subdivision of [S¡¡, S,] such that (a) for each j, 1 z%j ̂  n(i), there exists

a Zc such that Bd Du c Int £¡t, (b) for each j, Iz^jz^ q(i), the diameter of EXj is

less than 5e¡, and (c) q(i) ^ q(i — 1). (11) For each j, l^j ^ g(i), A* and Au

are defined as follows: Af¡ = \_}{x: xe{En,---,Eiq(i)} or xe{£;i,---,£1>(i)} and

d(x,£fj) < e,}, and AXJ is the component of A* that contains EXj. (12) For each

p in S, let Api be U{Av : Pe^u) ■ (13) For each p in S, if p is in [SK, S;] then

Zp(i_i) is the component of /lp; n [S;¡, S¡] that contains p. (14) For each p in S,

Cp¡ is a 3-cell that contains ^4pi in its interior and is contained in the interior of

M(_«.. (15) Wi-x is the component of SjOÍJJfil^BdJSp.iy} with diameter
greater than (1/2) diam C. (16) b¡ is a homeomorphism from S¡ Ulnt St onto

B(l + 10~') such that (a) hi[[Sli,StJ] = [Bd£(l - 10_i), Bd£(l + 10-')],

(b) h^C] cz Int£(l - 10~i_1), (c) if xe JF»_, then hÁx) is equal to the radial

projection of b¡_!(x) onto Bd£(l + 10~'),(d)if xisin C — M;thenb;(x) = bi_1(x),

(e) b¡ differs from b;_ y only at points close to [Su, S¡], and (f) {h¡\_EiX], ■■-, b,[£/í(¡)]}

is a canonical subdivision of [Bd£(l - 10_i), Bd£(l + 10"')].

It follows that fl(l) = P)f=1 hi[Si UlntS,]. Let G be the following decomposi-

tion of B(l) : G = {g : either (1) for some point p of £(1) there exists a positive
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integer n such that p^/i„[M;.] and g = {p}, or (2) there exists a q in S such that

g = (~\r=ih¡[Aq¡]}. Then G is an upper semi-continuous decomposition of B(l).

It follows from the way the A^s and the n,'s are defined that the intersection of

each nondegenerate element of G with the boundary of B(l) is a one-point set.

If g is a nondegenerate element of G, then there exists a q in S such that

g = fir= i &M ■ But f|» i A«[^J is equal to fj» , hlCqA. Hence g is point-like.
Define a function n from Cinto B(l)/G as follows: If xelntC, h(x) = {limn,(x)}

and if x e S, n(x) = f]™ t ÄjfAj. Then n is one-to-one. If not, there exist points

p and q in C such that p ¥= q and n(p) = n(gj. Clearly, neither p nor q can be in

Int C. If p and q are in S then there exists an integer n such that Apn and Aqn are

disjoint, and hence hffAp7\ and n„[/4?„] are disjoint. This is a contradiction.

Clearly h is onto B(l)/G and n is a homeomorphism on Int C. To show /i is a

homeomorphism it suffices to show h is continuous at each point of S. Suppose

p is in S, {a¡} is a sequence in C, and {a,} converges to p. If U is an open set in

B(l)/G that contains /i(p), then there exists a positive integer k such that /it[^4pk]

is contained in U. Since {a¡} converges to p, all but finitely many of the a¡'s belong

to Api. Therefore all but finitely many of the h¡(atfs belong to h¡[_Ap¡]. By the way

the /i;'s are constructed, if j = i and hi(ai)ehi[Api~\, then hj(a¡) e h¡\_Ap¡], and

hence all but finitely many of the n(a,)'s belong to U. Therefore h is continuous

at p and n is homeomorphism.

Corollary 1. IfC is a crumpled cube then there exists an upper semi-continuous

decomposition G ofB(l) such that the intersection of each nondegenerate element

of G with the boundary of B(l) in a one-point set, each nondegenerate element of

G is point-like, and B(1)¡G is homeomorphic to C.

Proof.   This follows directly from Theorem 2 and Theorem 3.

Corollary 2. // C and D are crumpled cubes, S is a tame 2-sphere in S3,

and C and D are sewn together along their boundaries, then there exists an upper

semi-continuous decomposition G of S3 such that the intersection of each non-

degenerate element of G with S is a one-point set and S3/G is homeomorphic

to the sum of C and D.

A. Two examples.

Example 1. In [3] Bing constructed a 2-sphere S with the property that

S is wild at each point and one of the complementary domains of S3 — S is an

open 3-cell. In this example, it is shown that if C is the union of S and the "bad"

complementary domain of S3 — S then the union of two copies of C sewn together

along their boundaries by the identity homeomorphism is topologically S3.

The notation and terminology used will be the same as that used by Bing in [3].

Let X denote the sum of two copies of C sewn together along their boundaries

by the identity homeomorphism. An upper semi-continuous decomposition G of
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S3 will be described. It will then be shown that X is homeomorphic to S3 ¡G and

S31G is homeomorphic to S3.

A decomposition of S3. Let S' denote {(x,y,z) : x = 0} u{oo}, and let/ be

the homeomorphism defined by f(x, y,z) = ( — x, y, z) if (x, y, z) e £3 and

/(oo) = oo. Let/j be a homeomorphism from S3 onto S3 such that/^So] = S'

and for each i, 1 g i g n, let /1¡ denote /i[T¡] U/ufTj. Let/2 be a homeomor-

phism from S3 onto S3 such that f2fi[S7\ = S' and if xeS3 - (J"=1 ^, then

/2(x) = x, and for each i and j, 1 g i g n, lgy'gl5, let Au denote

fÁTa"\ ^ííi [Tif]. The process is continued by induction. Let A0 be

(LM¡)n (U-^y)n ( U^O't)n '" • It is assumed that the/'s are defined so that

each component of A0 is a tame arc that intersects S' in a one-point set.

Let G denote {g : g is a component of A0 or there exists a p in S3 — A0 such

that {p} = g}. Then G is an upper semi-continuous decomposition of S3 and

S31G is homeomorphic to X.

To prove that S3/G is homeomorphic to S3 it will be assumed that S3 is

{(x,y,z,w): |x| + |y| + \z\ + \w\ = 1} and S' is {(x,y,z,w): (x,y,z,w)eS3

and w = 0}.

If B is the homeomorphic image of A¡ then Bu will denote the homeomorphic

image of AtJ, Bljk denotes the homeomorphic image of Aijk, etc.

Lemma 6. // B is the homeomorphic image of A, in S3, Fx,---,Fm are

polyhedral disks such that (1) for each i, 1 g i g m, if C is a component of

F¡ n B then C is a polyhedral disk , Int C a Int B, and B —C has exactly two

components, the closure of each being a solid torus, and (2) for each pair of

integers i and j, 1 g i g m, 1 g j g m, and i #7, some component of B — F¡

contains B n Fj and some component of B — Fj contains B n F¡. Then there is a

homeomorphism h and a positive integer j such that h is from S3 onto S3, if

xeS3 — B then n(x) = x, and for each Bh ¡., «[#,-,...,.] intersects at most one of

the elements of {Fx,---,Fm}.

Proof. Let Q(m) be the statement that Lemma 6 is true if there are m elements

in {FX,-,F„,}.

If n is the identity homeomorphism and j = 1 then Q(l) is true.

Assume Q(k) is true for k g m — 1. Suppose Fx,---,Fm are polyhedral disks

that satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 6. Let {Cx, ■•■,Ck} be the set of components

of (IjF,)nB and assume the numbering is such that for each j, 2 gj g fc — 1,

lJf<yC| and U;>J C¡ are in different components of B — C¡. Then there exists

integers r, s, t and v such that (J¡r= xC¡ = FsO B and [J™=tCi = FvnB. Then

there exist a homeomorphism n' such that (1) h' is from S3 onto S3, (2) if x e S3 — B

then h'(x) = x, (3) for each i and j, 1 g ; g 15, and 1 g i g m, if C is a component

of /!'[£,•] O F¡, then C is a polyhedral disk, Int C c Int B, and n'[Bj] - C has

exactly two components, the closure of each being a solid torus, (4) for each triple
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of integers i, j, k, l z% i z% m, 1 z%j z% m, 1 z% k ^ 15, and i #j, such that £¡ and

Fj intersect b'[Bk~\, some component of h'\_Bk~\ — £,- contains £¡nb'[£4] and

some component of b'[£,.] — Ft contains Fjfiii'fßJ, and (5) for each k,

1 ^ k z% 15, b'[£j intersects at most m — 1 of the elements of {£i, ••-,£„,}.

Hence for each k, 1 f£ fe ̂  15, there exists an integer z ^ m — 1 such that b'fflj

satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 6 and b'[£,.] intersects at most z of the elements

in {£!,-•-,£„,}. Therefore there exists a homeomorphism hk and an integer y'(fe)

such that hk is from S3 onto S3, if xeS3 — b'[£t] then hkix) = x, and for each

h'[ßti...ijtk)]' hk\h' [Bi¡...i¡(k)J] intersects at most one of the elements in {Fx ,-•-,£„}.

Let b = hyh2--- hl5h' and let j = max{j(k) : 1 z% k ^ 15}. Then h and j satisfy

the conclusion of Lemma 6. Hence Q(m) is true, and the Lemma is proved.

Lemma 7. 7/£ is the homeomorphic image of At in S3 andPx,---, andPm are

disjoint polyhedral 2-spheres in S3, then there is a homeomorphism h and a

positive integer q such that h is from S3 onto S3, if xeS3 — B then h(x) = x,

and for each £,,.. ¡ , AfJ5ii___í ] intersects at most one of the elements in

{Pu-,Pm}.

Proof. There exists a homeomorphism fe from S3 onto S3 such that if x e S3 — £

then fe(x) = x, for each i and j, 1 g y ^ 15, and 1 z% i ^ n, fc[£¡j] is polyhedral

and fe[£¡j], P«., ••-, and Pm are in relative general position, and for each i and y,

1 ̂  j ^ 15, and 1 ̂  i ^ n, if C is a component of k[£l7] n ((Jr= i £,-), then C is a

polyhedral disk, IntC c Int fe[£y], and fe[£¡j] — C has exactly two components,

the closure of each being a solid torus. Let {£l5 •••,£,} be the collection of

components of (IJ/'i^y]) n ((Jr=, Pi).

Lemma 7 then follows from Lemma 6.

Suppose the 2-spheres £],••-, and Pm in the hypothesis of Lemma 7 satisfy the

following conditions: (1) For each r, Iz^rz^m, there exists a real number t(r)

such that Pr= {(x,y,z,w): (x,y,z,w)eS3 and w = t(r)} and (2) For each r,

2 z% r ;g m, t(r) > t(r — 1). If v is a real number such that for each r, 2z% r z^ m,

t(r) — t(r — 1) < v, then the homeomorphism b in Lemma 7 can be constructed

such that if M is a subset of b[£;i. ; ], then the diameter of M is less than 3v.

Therefore Lemma 7 can be strengthened to obtain the following result.

Lemma 8. If B is the homeomorphic image of A¡ in S3 and e is a positive

number, then there exists a homeomorphism h and a positive integer q such that

h is from S3 onto S3, if x eS3 — B then h(x) = x, and for each Bh iq, the diameter

of h\Btl   ¡f\ is less than e.

Theorem 4. If G is the upper semi-continuous decomposition of S3 whose non-

degenerate elements are the components of A0, then S3 \ G is homeomorphic to S3.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 8 that for each positive integer j there exists a

homeomorphism t¡ and an integer q(j) such that tj leaves S3 — [jA^  ¡. pointwise
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fixed, and for each nondegenerate element g of G the diameter of tf[g] is at most

1 /j. It follows that S3 is homeomorphic to S3 / G.

Example 2. A "nice" crumpled cube D with the property that the union of

two copies of D sewn together along their boundaries by the identity homeo-

morphism is not homeomorphic to S3.

Description. Let P be the 2-sphere {(x,y,z)eE3 : x = 0}u{oo} and let

K be the 3-cell {(x,y,z)eE3 : x^0}u{oo}. Let J be the Fox-Artin arc of

Figure 6, contained in Int K except for its left endpoint which lies on P. Let G'

Figure 6

be the upper semi-continuous decomposition of S3 whose only nondegenerate

element is J. Since J is cellular, S3 /G' is homeomorphic to S3 and the projection

map cb from S3 onto S3 / G' is a homeomorphism on P. Hence </>[£] is a crumpled

cube.

Let G be the upper semi-continuous decomposition of S3 whose only non-

degenerate element is \J{(x,y,z): (|x| ,y,z)e J}. Then S31G is homeomorphic

to the union of two copies of c6[X] sewn together along their boundaries by the

identity homeomorphism. It follows from Example 1.3 of [8] that S3/G is not

homeomorphic to S3.
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